
The Firm's Works.
One of the most remarkable personalities

of the last century was Sir William Arm-
strong, who gave so much of his attention
to the science andpracticeof makingheavy
artillery. Inhis wavhe was as remarkable
as Krupp, the founder of the great estab-
lishment at Essen. What the works
established by the late Sir W. Armstrong
and his associates are like our illustrations
of to-day give a fair idea. What they are
capable of doing in the ship building line
the head of the firm has lately stated with
prompt reassurance to the British Govern-
ment. In their establishments they can
with a little addition and alteration put
these in a position to turn out four Dread-
noughts every year. Seeing that this is

one half of the largest programme men-
tioned in the numerous discussions on the
subject in the House of Commons and out-
side, it is not wonderful that Sir E. Grey-
stated his satisfaction the other day with
the fact, recently ascertained by the Gov-
ernment— that the capacity of the ship
yards of Britain is equal to any possible
demand. As is the Armstrong firm in the
matter of ships, so it is also in the matter
of guns.

The big gunhas been a speciality of the
firm from the first. It was so made by
the illustrious founder, Sir William Arm-
strong, whose namehas been associated with
heavy ordnance for half a century. The
name rose into prominencebefore the close
of the Crimean War, when the ''Armstrong
Gun" was first brought to public notice.
In 1858, thegunwas adoptedby the British
Army and the inventor knighted andplaced
at the head of the Ordnance department
with a salary of £2,000 a year. This
necessitated retirement from the establish-

with alittle alteration,in the naturechiefly
of development, place itself in a position
to turn out four Dreadnoughts every year.
This, of course, isnot the onlyfirm that can
do shipbuilding work on a great scale in
the United Kingdom. The others are
numerous and their capacity for good
work is of the very best in the world as
well as the most rapid. The trouble just
now is that they are building ships (war
and commercial) for other nations a great
deal too fast for the comfort of the subjects
of His Majesty the King. No doubt this
building for the foreigner will be discussed
as it ought to be and if possible prevented
at least during the times of tension. At
any rate it is pleasant to know that the
British yards are to be relied upon for
anything they canbe calledupon to under-
take by a country in a hurry to defend
itself. We give to-day some descriptions
and illustrations of the works of the Arm-
strongCompany, together with amemoir of
the celebrated founder.

Sir W. Armstrong and Company.

Important Statement by the Head of the Firm.
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